FeNi films with the stripe domain pattern are prepared by electrodeposition and sputtering methods. The composition, thickness, phase structure, magnetic domain, static magnetic parameters, and quality factor, as well as dynamic properties of the two films, are respectively performed. The results show the spin state in stripe domain were highly dependent on the direction of stripe domain, and the dynamic microwave properties are selectively excited, emerging the dynamic hysteresis, the acoustic mode, optical mode and perpendicular spin standing wave mode response. The results are further studied by micromagnetic simulation to illuminate the spin contribution of stripe domain for the different modes, and finally using the modified resonance equations to descript the microwave excitations of different modes as well as their resonance line width and permeability. The results may provide a method and thought for the possible applications of stripe domain in microwave excitation spintronics.
Introduction
During the past decades, extensive investigations are devoted to studying the static and dynamic properties of low-anisotropy ferromagnetic films both from the fundamental point of view and for numerous potential applications in magnetic storage media and the films investigated corresponds to the ones exhibiting a weak perpendicular anisotropy [4] . It has been well ascertained that one of the remarkable characteristics is the existence of a stripe domain (SD) pattern for those films with such anisotropy [5, 6] . SD structure is firstly proposed in FeNi film in 1964 by Spain [7] and N. Saito et al [8, 9] , and then researchers provide the formation mechanism of SD, which is related to the columnar grain structure and perpendicular anisotropy of film [10, 11] . It is now widely accepted [8, [11] [12] [13] that the physical origin of a stripe domain structure, characterized by a periodic modulation of the up and down magnetization component lies in the energy competition between a moderate perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and the easy-plane dipoledipole magnetostatic coupling. Such a SD pattern is now evidenced in FeSi [14] , Co [15] , FeCo-based [16] [17] [18] , NdCo [19] , FeBSi [20] , FePt [21] , FeGa [6, 22] , and FeNi [7, 23, 24] film, etc. The extent of SD is often characterized by a quality factor, Q=K ⊥ /2Ms 2 , which is defined as the ratio of the perpendicular anisotropy energy to magnetic dipole-dipole energy [1, 25] . Q<1, the magnetization tends to lie in the plane of the film; Q>1, the magnetization oscillates in the out of the plane. The quality factor Q of SD film is less than 1, and the film thickness is beyond a critical value tc [12, 26] . This up and down magnetic moment distribution of the SD structure makes the magnetization response more fascinating and complex, the magnetic behavior of the films is isotropic but dependent on the magnetic history, and further results in multiple dynamic properties with different magnetic configurations. Most researchers have given the resonance model and have demonstrated the dynamic response of SD structure film successively [1, 5, 18, 21, 25, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Particularly, Ramesh et al [31] and Winkler et al [32] propose a phenomenological model and study the domain wall resonance and domain resonance of SD. Acher et al [41] investigate the microwave permeability of SD structure and explain the reason for multiple resonance peaks relating to the spin wave. Vukadinovic et al [4, 12, 40] propose a ferromagnetic resonance model and calculate the susceptibility spectra of SD structure films using a micromagnetic simulation both in the presence of zero-field and of the inplane static magnetic field. Ebels et al [29] demonstrate three kinds of resonance modes to describe the resonance response of SD film by a phenomenological model. Dubuget et al [43] study the static and dynamic magnetic properties of films with SD species consisting of two soft magnetic layers with crossed anisotropies by micromagnetics. Chai et al [16, 44] and Tacchi et al [6, 22] focus their investigations on the rotational anisotropy of SD film, and Tacchi et al [45] also phenomenologically studied the magnetization dynamics of SD film via the Brillouin light scattering and ferromagnetic resonance techniques. Voltan et al [38] recently regulate the SD phase by patterning the film. As a result, it is concluded that the magnetic excitation spectra of the SD structure exhibit multiple resonance peaks, and these resonances depend on the specific pumping field configuration with respect to the stripe direction. Such complex multiple dynamic spectra feature intrinsic to the complex magnetization distribution of the SD structure. The very systematic SD structure and frequency dependence of these modes, therefore, reflects the changes of the local internal anisotropy fields and applied bias field. In this case, therefore, a definite quantitative origin of dynamic magnetization and anisotropy of SD with different resonance models are necessary to clarify visually and an innovative measurement idea and experimental should be proposed to illustrate the dynamic properties of SD films in the unsaturated state. In this work, FeNi films were deposited by two different methods to demonstrate the basic characteristic and dynamic magnetization of the SD structure combining different experimental techniques. All the typical parameters of SD film were fully given and discussed, and the dynamic properties at unsaturated state were performed by vector network analyzer in the different orientation of pumping field, magnetization, and the applied magnetic field. The results showed a clear evolution of the magnetization and anisotropy of SD films and provided a favorable condition to analyze the physical process of the SD though a quantitative way.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we describe the sample preparation details and measurements. In Sec. 3A, we summarize the composition, thickness, phase structure, magnetic domain of FeNi SD films. In Sec. 3B, we present the hysteresis loop, magnetization curve, and ferromagnetic resonance of FeNi SD films used to determine the static magnetic parameters and quality factor. In Sec. 3C, we show and discuss the magnetic spectra measurement and dynamic magnetic property of the film. In Sec. 3D, the micromagnetic simulation result of SD film is displayed, while the model and calculation method of SD film are demonstrated in Sec. 3E and, to conclude, Sec. 4 highlights the main results of our study.
Experiment process and method
Previous work [25, 46] about SD film was mainly prepared by the electro-deposition and vacuum deposition and showed different results of dynamic anisotropy. We here choose the two preparation methods to discuss and illustrate this difference. FeNi SD films were deposited on Si (100) substrates and indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates by RF magnetron sputtering and electrodeposition method respectively. For the magnetron sputtering technique, the target was permalloy, the base pressure of the vacuum chamber was better than 5×10 −5 Pa, and the sputtering power and Ar pressure were 120 W and 0.4 Pa. For the electrodeposition method, the deposition potential was -1.2 V, and the contents of electrolyte were composed of FeSO4·7H2O
and C7H5O3NS (2 g/L), which also afforded in our previous work [46] .
The crystal structure was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical X'Pert) with CuKa radiation (λ=1.5406 Å). Magnetic force microscopy (MFM, Asylum Research MFP3D) was used to study the domain structures of the films. The compositions of the samples were identified by an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX, Hitachi S-4800). The hysteresis loops and magnetization curves of samples were measured by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, Lakeshore 7304) and B-H Loop analyzer (Riken Denshi, BHV-30S) at room temperature with the magnetic field applied in the plane of the film respectively. The ferromagnetic resonances (FMR) of the films were performed by electron spin resonance (ESR, JEOL, JESFA300) with an X-band spectrometer at 9 GHz. The permeability spectra of all films were measured by a vector network analyzer (VNA, Agilent E8363B) method from 100 MHz to 9 GHz.
Results and discussion
A. Composition, thickness, structure, and magnetic domain of SD film
The average component is Fe65Ni35 for electrodeposited film and Fe20Ni80 for sputtered film and the corresponding thicknesses tfilm of the two films are 50015 nm and 2008 nm respectively. The structures of films are characterized by the XRD technique, and the results were shown in Figs. 1 (a) and (b). A single bcc phase of (110), (200) and (211) peaks are observed in electrodeposited FeNi, while a single fcc phase of (111), (200) and (220) peaks are seen in sputtered FeNi film due to the increased Ni content [47] . The zero-field magnetic domain at the surface of the FeNi films is then imaged in a random direction by MFM, and a clear magnetic SD structure of the film is detected in Figs. 1 (c) and (d). Darker and brighter regions (domains) represent areas where an out-of-plane component of the magnetization is detected and points upwards or downwards, respectively. It can be observed from the pictures that the electrodeposited film presents a dispersive SD structure, and the SD is relatively weak, while the SD pattern is more clearly in the sputtered film. One can deduce the obvious SD pattern reveals the strong exchange coupling interaction between SD. Our previous work of SD patterns prepared by these two ways always show such different results [46, 48] , and the results are related to the film quality of two methods. The film prepared by sputtered usually has better quality than electrodeposited film. The low film quality will weaken the exchange coupling interaction between SD, and cause a dispersive SD pattern. The average experimental SD width wexp of two films is 16713 nm (electrodeposition) and 1435 nm (sputtering) respectively. Previous researchers [46, 49, 50] have directly proposed two calculation ways of the SD width w, and no more analysis and comparison are illustrated. The main expression is presented in two forms by Murayama [51] and Hubert et al [52] , and the domain width w is approximately achieved by two formulas respectively: 147 nm for the sputtered film. It can be seen the error between the measured value and the calculated value of the electrodeposited film is large than that of sputtered film. This may be due to the dispersive and inhomogeneous SD pattern in electrodeposited film, which causes a large measurement error. On the other hand, significantly, the domain width w obtained by Eq.
(1) more approximates the experimental value. This error obtained from Eq. (2) could be related to the limiting condition of the Eq. (2) that the direction of uniaxial anisotropy is perpendicular to the film surface. However, the SD film only presents a weak perpendicular anisotropy, and the easy magnetization of SD film is still in the film plane due to the large demagnetization energy. As a result, Eq. (1) is more suitable in the SD structure film of this work.
B. Static magnetic properties of SD film
Figs. 2 (a) and (b) display the in-plane hysteresis loops recorded on electrodeposited and sputtered FeNi SD films. Both the two loops are characterized by a linear decrease of magnetization from its saturation value to a moderate remanence. This shape of the loops is typical thin films with perpendicular anisotropy exhibiting a SD structure, and the magnetic behavior of the films is isotropic whatever the orientation of the applied in-plane magnetic field. This reflects the so-called rotatable anisotropy effect [1] . Figs. 2 (c) and (d) are the amplifying hysteresis loops of the first and fourth quadrant of (a) and (b) respectively, and the lowercase and dot in the picture are used for describing the results conveniently. The letter a1~j1 of the upper solid line represents the applied magnetic field H is from 180 Oe to 0 Oe, while the letter j2~a2 of the nether short dash line display the H is from 0 Oe to 180 Oe, and their step size of H is 20 Oe. It can be observed clearly that the upper and nether lines are divided, and are starting to approach when H is larger than 70 Oe for electrodeposited film and 90 Oe for the sputtered film. In fact, both the intensity and direction of H for point a1 and a2, b1 and b2, ··· j1 and j2, are the same, respectively, but the corresponding measurement magnetizations (both the intensity and direction) are different. This result generates the interesting microwave magnetic property of the SD film and will discuss it below. The inset of figs The further calculated quality factor Q= K ⊥ /2Ms 2 is 0.09 and 0.17 for electrodeposited and sputtered films respectively, which means the sputtered film certainly shows more obvious SD pattern in the MFM picture than electrodeposited film due to its larger Q. As well known, it is possible to select the easy direction of the magnetization by the application of a sufficiently large in-plane magnetic field. For detailedly studying the static rotational property, the in-plane magnetization curves of SD films were measured. At the beginning of measurement, the directions of the magnetization M and SD (the two directions of M and SD are always parallel) are fixed at arbitrary direction by the application of a sufficiently large in-plane magnetic field along the +x direction and then removed it. In other words, the film is a remanence state before measurement, and the remanence magnetization is parallel to the direction of the last saturating field (+x direction). A Helmholtz coil is used for generating the applied magnetic field H during the measurement to avoid the SD being remagnetized again. As shown in figs. 3 (c-e), at the beginning of measurement, the direction of the SD is fixed parallel to x axis, the direction of M is along x axis or -x axis, and H is applied along the x or y axis. Thus, three different situations are carried out: i) H is parallel to the direction of SD and M (Fig.  3c) . ii) H is parallel to the direction of SD and antiparallel to the direction of M (Fig. 3d) . iii) H is perpendicular to the direction of SD and M, and M has two orientations. Thus, it contains two situations here (Fig. 3e) . As a result, the in-plane magnetization curves of electrodeposited and sputtered different FeNi SD films with three directions are shown in figs. 3 (a-b). The following rules are declared from the curves: i) The measurement results of three different curves are highly related to the initial direction of H and SD.
ii) For H⊥SD, note, when H⊥M or H⊥M, the curves of two situations are the same, here we only give the results of H⊥M, and their initial 4πM value (when H is zero) is closed to zero due to the near-zero component of magnetization in the direction of H. For HSD, the initial 4πM values of curve HM and HM are the same but the direction is opposite.
iii) For HSD, the magnetization of both curves HM and HM show one linear increase with the improvement of H (Note: for HM, this linear increase happens as H exceeds a reversal field Hrev). The two curves are similar with the VSM loops of Figs. 2 (c-d), and Hc obtained from the curves is consistent with the VSM loops. For H⊥SD, however, one can notice that the behavior of the curve is rather different compared with HSD. The magnetization presents a linear dependence first when H is less than a transition field Htra (about 72 Oe for electrodeposited film and 123 Oe for the sputtered film), and then a noticeable reduction of the slope is found as H further increases. All the curves of the three situations start to overlap when the H is much larger than Htra, and finally reach to saturate.
The results indicate that the magnetization process of SD film is deeply depending on the direction of SD and its magnetization configuration. When HSD, the magnetization M in SD is parallel to the H for HM while it is perpendicular to the H at the beginning and then rotated with the increasing H for HM. The direction of M for HM starts to reorientated along the H when H exceeds Hc, and is close to uniformity (but not the same completely) when H is larger than Hrev. However, the direction of SD is unchanged and still parallel to H in the whole process. When H⊥SD, the magnetization M in SD is also perpendicular to H, and both the M and SD start to rotate with the increasing H but their corresponding critical rotation field is different. M changes once H is applied while SD rotates when H is near Htra. This will discuss in below Sec. 3D and E. Consequently, the rotation of SD is hysteretic than its magnetization, i.e., the SD film has a rotational anisotropy. Some researchers call the anisotropy as a pseudo-anisotropy [54] , which is due to the anisotropy aligns along the direction of SD and also can be controlled by the external magnetic field. 
C. Dynamic magnetic properties of film
Dynamic magnetic spectra of films were performed with an applied magnetic field H. The microwave magnetic field hrf is fixed orthogonality to H during the measurement. In order to cycle along the hysteresis loop, the magnetic field application process of magnetic spectra ( fig. 4) is the same completely with VSM curves of fig. 2 (c-d) . In other words, the applied magnetic field H (from left to right) is decreasing from 180 to 0 Oe and saturated at the negative direction, then the fields increasing from 0 to 180 Oe. Thus, H is still parallel to the SD direction during this measurement. ii) Both the value and direction of H for a1~j1 (180~0 Oe) and j2~a2 (0~180 Oe) are the same during the permeability spectra measurement, but the resultant spectra are different and replaced by a hysteretic behavior.
iii) The color-coded permeability spectra are asymmetric about zero fields, and an inflection appears in the range of 15~45 Oe for electrodeposited film and 45~80 Oe for the sputtered film. However, it approximates symmetrical when H exceeds about 140 Oe for electrodeposited films and 120 Oe for the sputtered film. iv) In the asymmetric region, both the frequency and intensity of imaginary permeability spectra are equal at zero fields for the same film but they are different when H is nonzero especially near zero fields. It can be seen that the corresponding spectra in fig. 4 (a) vi) The spectra of the sputtered film with higher frequency ( fig. 4d ) are attributed to perpendicular spin standing wave (PSSW) [4, 38, 41] , but it is not observed in the electrodeposited film. This may be due to the PSSW cannot be excited in the low SD pattern of the electrodeposited film (see MFM results) or the broad resonance linewidth of electrodeposited film overlapping the weak spin wave.
The above results indicate that this asymmetric spectrum (both the frequency and intensity) is related to the magnetization and reversal magnetization of SD film. The frequency and intensity of imaginary permeability spectra dependent on H will demonstrate in Sec. 3E. As a comparison, the same measurement is performed in the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy of Fe45Co55 and Fe20Ni80 films, and the result is shown in fig. 5 . The results reveal that this dynamic hysteretic behavior is almost disappeared; their corresponding spectra are overlapping very well, and show an ideal symmetric color-coded spectrum (both the frequency and intensity) about zero fields for the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy film. Acher et al [3] previously demonstrated that the soft magnetic thin film with in-plane anisotropy showed the dynamic hysteretic behavior when the applied field was smaller than its Hc of easy direction. However, the applied field was a very small (<3 Oe) when dynamic hysteretic behavior was happening, and this effect can be negligible in our situation where the applied field and applied field step (10 Oe) is relatively large. In addition, this dynamic hysteretic behavior was also observed in the strong exchange biased film due to its asymmetric loops about zero fields [55, 56] . To clarify the dynamic hysteretic behavior and the dynamic properties corresponding to the magnetization curves ( fig. 3) , the imaginary permeability spectra dependent on the applied magnetic field H further display in fig. 6 . The microwave magnetic field hrf is fixed orthogonality to H during the measurement. The directions of the magnetization and SD are orientated by the application of a sufficiently large in-plane magnetic field and then removed it, and the magnetic field application process of magnetic spectra is the same completely with magnetization curves of fig. 3 (a-b) during the measurement. The flowing comments can be obtained: i) Two modes are observed in the picture, it can be interpreted as two acoustic modes (AMs) (hrf⊥SD) and an optical mode (OM) (hrfSD) on the basis of the in-phase and out-of-phase precession, respectively [21, 29] . ii) For the AM measurement ( figs. a, b, d , and e), it can be seen that the main resonance of zero fields occurs at near 1 GHz for electrodeposited film and 2 GHz for the sputtered film. The AM resonance is in accordance with the in-plane uniform precession mode [41] . The spectra with higher frequency in the sputtered film is the PSSW.
iii) For the AM (hrf⊥SD), the frequency fr of HM (figs. a and d) monotonically increases with the improvement of applied magnetic field H, while it decreases first and begins to increase for HM(figs. b and e) when H is greater than their Hc. This is related to the opposite initial direction between external applied field H and magnetization. iv) For the OM measurement (figs 6. c and f), the resonance peaks of zero fields display at near 3 GHz for the electrodeposited film and 5.5 GHz for the sputtered film. The intensity of OMs weakens compared with AM. of electrodeposited film The OMs float at about 3 GHz for electrodeposited film 5.5 GHz for sputtered film first and move to the low frequency gradually, meanwhile, the AM emerges when H is larger than about 40 Oe for electrodeposited film and 60 Oe for sputtered film, and their fr is increasing with the increased H. The higher fr (>6 GHz) is PSSW. The spins inside the domain in the H range of larger 90 Oe and 150 Oe and the domain and domain wall of SD are complicated. The spectra in this range are multiple, and it is difficult to distinguish these peaks clearly. Thus, we only guide the obvious peaks in the fig. 6 (f) , but do not mean it is very accurate. These resonances contain the spins inside the domain, domain wall, and the flux closure caps [4, 12, 29, 45] . All the modes will become the in-plane uniform precession mode when SD disappears. v) For the same film, both the frequency and intensity of AM permeability spectra are equal at zero fields, and the two AM resonances in fig. 6 are similar with the law of fig. 4 (b) and (d) respectively. 
D. Micromagnetic simulations
Micromagnetic simulations have been performed using the graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerated software Mumax3 [57] . In micromagnetic simulations, we assumed effective homogeneous material parameters in the whole structure. The simulations were relaxed to compute dispersion relations for the uniformly magnetized structure and the stable SD pattern. The parameters used in the simulations are as follows: the saturation magnetization was set to 4Ms = 10 kGs. The exchange stiffness constant and the out-of-plane perpendicular anisotropy were Aex=7.2×10 -7 ergs/cm and K ⊥ = 5.0×10 5 ergs/cm 3 , respectively.
The obtained values of the quality factor Q= K ⊥ /2Ms=0.13. The total simulated area has dimensions of 1000×1000×200 nm 3 and was discretized into cells having dimensions of 5×5×5 nm 3 . A relaxation method is used iteratively in order to achieve the random alignment of the magnetization vector in the minimum energy. fig. 7a-b) while the periodic arranging stripes are presented at the remanence state ( fig. 7c-d) . These distribution diagrams can more distinctly see in the 3D plotted picture of fig. 8 . At remanence, the following conclusion is deserved: i) The saturation field drives the film forming the regular stripes and orienting the film surface magnetization along the field ( fig. 8b) . ii) One can observe from fig. 8 (c) that the SD consists of basic domains, alternately magnetized up and down (along the z axis) with respect to the film plane, which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental MFM images. iii) Between two adjacent basic domains, it is separated by Bloch-type like domain walls inplane magnetized along the +x direction. This leads to SD parallel to the direction of the saturation field and presenting the periodicity. iv) Due to the large demagnetization energy, along -x direction, a slight canted in-plane spin with respect to the film surface is formed at the film surface. v) Due to the moderate value of the out-of-plane perpendicular anisotropy K ⊥ , a flux closure cap of Né el-type like domains consists of regions located near the film surface and in-plane magnetized along the y axis. This flux closure cap domain is characteristic of the weak SD regime and its region range is in accordance with the values of the quality factor Q [45] , the domain width w and the increased critical thickness tc. Since such SD has equal size and are alternately magnetized, it can be seen ( fig. 8b ) that the My component at remanence along the direction perpendicular to the SD is zero, which is in agreement with the magnetization curves of fig. 3 (situation H⊥SD) . To validate the experimental results and to understand the physical characteristics of the rotation of SD and magnetization, the micromagnetic simulations are further carried out with a different direction of SD, M, and H. The film is fixed at remanence before calculation. The H is setting the same direction with the measurement of magnetization curves ( fig. 3), i.e., HSD and HM, HSD and HM, H⊥SD and H⊥M or H⊥M. For H⊥SD, when H⊥M or H⊥M, the results of two situations are the same, here we only give the results of H⊥M. These simulations results are shown in fig. 9 (top view) and fig. 10 (cross section). The intensity of H has been increased from 0 to 3000 Oe by steps of 100 Oe. According to the changing range of moment, figs. 9 and 10 give the representative results in part of H. The detailed description of fig. 9 and fig. 10 are displaying as flown: I) H is zero, and the remanence magnetization is parallel to the direction of the last saturating field. The three situations actually are the results of figs. 7 (c-d) and figs. 8 (b-c) . The component Mx is given by Bloch-type domain walls magnetized along the +x direction and a slight canted inplane spin near the film surface along -x direction. My is composed of a flux closure cap of Né eltype like domains magnetized along the y axis near the film surface. Mz consists of basic domains, alternately magnetized up and down along the z axis with respect to the film plane.
II) HSD and HM ( fig. 9a and 10a) , H is applied along the +x direction. i) A small H is applied (0~400 Oe) to SD. The basic domains and Bloch-type domain walls remain nearly unchanged, but the spins in the critical plane between the basic domains and Bloch-type domain walls is changed to +x direction with the increasing H. The canted inplane spins near film surface and the canted spins inside the flux closure caps are starting to rotate to the field direction gradually with the increasing H. When H is 400 Oe, the in-plane spins near film surface re-orientate to +x direction and the region of flux closure caps reveals a little reduction. ii) A moderate H is applied (400~1000 Oe) to SD. It can be seen clearly the SD pattern becomes weak, most of the marginal spins in basic domains and flux closure cap are moving towards the field direction with the increasing H, and further cause an increase region of in-plane spins near film surface to along the +x direction. The greater number of spins in the critical plane between the basic domains and Bloch-type domain walls is towards to +x direction with the increasing H. When H reaches to 1000 Oe, all of the spins are orientating to +x direction except the very small region inside the basic domains core and flux closure core. iii) A large H is applied (1000~2500 Oe) to SD. All spins are rotating to +x direction with the increasing H. The SD splits to several smallweak SD by the increasing number of Bloch-like domain walls at 1500 Oe, and disappears gradually when the film is the saturating state at (2500 Oe). The magnetization of the film is finally aligned to the +x direction. fig. 9a and 10a) , H is applied along -x direction. i) A small H is applied (0~400 Oe). With the increasing H, the basic domains remain nearly unchanged, the canted in-plane spins near the film surface, the up and down boundary of Bloch-type domain walls, and the canted spins inside the flux closure caps are orientating to the field direction gradually. When H is 400 Oe, the part of spins in the critical plane between the basic domains and Bloch-type domain walls are reversed to -x direction, the regions of flux closure caps and Bloch-type domain walls decrease obviously, and all the canted in-plane spins near film surface re-orientate to -x direction. ii) A moderate H is applied (400~1000 Oe) to SD. The SD pattern becomes weak, and the marginal spins in basic domains are rotating to the field direction with the increasing H. The regions of flux closure caps further reduce, and only a small flux closure core is observed when H reaches to 1000 Oe. This further causes an increase region of in-plane magnetization near the film surface to parallel to the -x direction. In addition, it can be seen that the regions of Bloch-type domain walls magnetized along +x direction decrease strongly. The spins in the critical plane between the basic domains and Bloch-type domain walls are orientating to -x direction firstly, and then part of these Bloch-type domain walls magnetized along +x direction change to be along the -x direction at 500 Oe, and completely turn towards -x direction when H exceeds 600 Oe. iii) A large H is applied (1000~2500 Oe) to SD. All spins are rotating to -x direction with the increasing H. The SD splits to several smallweak SD by the increasing number of Bloch-like domain walls at 500 Oe, and disappears gradually when the film is the saturating state (2500 Oe). The magnetization of the film is finally aligned to -x direction.
III) HSD and HM (
IV) H⊥SD and H⊥M, H is applied along the +y direction. i) A small H is applied (0~400 Oe). The spins in the critical plane between the basic domains and Bloch-type domain walls shows a little deviation along the field direction, and become more obvious with the increasing H. The flux closure caps parallel (antiparallel) to the field direction expand (shrink) slowly with the increasing H, this results in the component of the My parallel to the field, and My linearly increases with H, which is in agreement with the magnetization curve measurements (black square line in fig. 3 ). The centers of Bloch-type domain walls were found to shift alternately upwards and downwards along the z direction. The above variation of the flux closure caps and Bloch-type domain walls cause the twist of basic domains and in-plane magnetization near the film surface. ii) A moderate H is applied (400~1000 Oe) to SD.
The expanding or shrinking of flux closure caps, the shifting of the centers of Bloch-type domain walls, and the twist of basic domains and inplane magnetization near film surface are more obvious at 500 Oe. The SD starts rotating towards the applied field direction (+y) when the intensity of the H is 600 Oe, and the in-plane magnetization is similar with the result of HSD except for the direction of SD. The cross-section magnetization changes to consist of the reversed spins magnetized along the x axis at the boundary of the film surface and the canted spins magnetized along the +y direction. When the H is further increased, the SD is completely turning to +y direction.
iii) A large H is applied (1000~2500 Oe) to SD.
The results are similar with that of HSD. All spins are rotating to +y direction with the increasing H. The SD splits to several smallweak SD by the increasing number of Bloch-like domain walls at 1500 Oe, and disappears gradually when the film is the saturating state at (2500 Oe). The magnetization of the film is finally aligned to +y direction.
The micromagnetic simulations results can clearly explain the behavior of magnetization curves ( fig. 3): i) For HSD and HM, the component of the magnetization parallels to the external field continuous-linearly increases until its saturation state, in agreement with the magnetization curves (red circle line in fig. 3 ).
ii) For HSD and HM, the magnetization is originally opposite with the direction of the field, and then the component of the magnetization along the external field decreases first due to the rotating of spins towards the negative direction. This decreasing of magnetization begins to increase when H exceeds 500 Oe (corresponding to the Hc of blue triangle line in fig. 3 ) and then displays the same magnetization state with HM when H is larger than 1000 Oe (corresponding to the Hrev in fig. 3 ). Finally, the two cures are getting to their saturation state.
iii) For H⊥SD and H⊥M, the initial magnetization is zero due to the equal size and negative direction of the magnetization component My at remanence. When the H is increasing, the component of the magnetization parallels to the external field continuous increases until the stripes rotate towards the applied field direction at 600 Oe (corresponding to the Htra in fig. 3 ). The magnetization then reaches the same law with HSD when H further increases and getting to the saturation state at last. Note that the higher value of the reorientation field found in the micromagnetic simulations, with respect to the experiment, can be due to edge effects induced by the limited extension of the simulated cell [22, 45] . The domain width w is reduced with the increased applied field H, and previous research has studied this systematically [28, 58] , thus we do not discuss more here.
E. Discussion and calculation
The underlying equation of motion for the temporal evolution of the magnetization is the Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [12, 59] :
where m is the magnetization direction,  is the gyromagnetic ratio, the dimensionless coefficient α is called the Gilbert damping constant, and Heff is the effective magnetic field including the external, demagnetization, and anisotropy fields. To excite the acoustic and optic modes, certain experimental conditions have to be met which can be summarized by the following two general rules [29] : i) The pumping field hrf must have a nonzero component perpendicular to the static magnetization M, to exert a finite torque on the magnetization and tilt it out of its equilibrium position:
ii) The total dynamic moment mtot must have a nonzero projection parallel to the direction of the pumping field hrf :
These magnetic moment processions of each excitation mode can finally attribute to the local or total effective field in the film, and one can describe the modes by their resonance frequency. First, combining the magnetization distribution of micromagnetic simulation (figs. 9 and 10) and magnetization curves (fig. 3) ; it can qualitatively conclude that the results of the different resonance frequencies and modes are highly depending on the change of the magnetization and SD. The detail conclusion is below: i) For hrf⊥SD, this is the AM. The magnetic moments in the neighboring stripe resonate in phase and are coupled by the domain surface charges, which give rise to the dynamic dipolar coupling field [29] . The dynamic dipolar fields add to an out of plane restoring torque and enhance the precession frequency. It can be considered that there is a pseudo-anisotropy along the direction of SD due to the main magnetizations orientate to the direction of SD, and the permeability spectra (figs. 4b and 4d, figs. 6a-b and 6d-e) are in accordance with the conventional in-plane uniform precession mode.
Note, the permeability spectra of fig. 4 ii) For hrf//SD, this is the OM. The magnetic moments in the neighboring stripe resonate out of phase and are coupled by the wall surface charges, which give rise to the in-plane dynamic dipolar coupling field [29] . The dynamic dipolar fields add to an in-plane restoring torque and enhance the resonance frequency. Thus, the fr of the OM is higher than AM. When a small H is applied perpendicular to SD, although the M is disturbed towards the direction of H (figs. 9c and 10c), the SD does not rotate and the hrf is still perpendicular to SD, the film also resonates with the OM (figs. 6c and 6f). With the further increasing H, SD begins to turn to the direction of H, the OM weakens while the AM appears. The resonance peaks in the field range of 90 to 12 (a) and (b) due to the large error of optical mode for electrodeposition film (the resonance intensity is low, the line width is very large, and we have explained the reason above) and the low distinguishing of the overlapping peaks for sputtering film in field range of 90 to 150 Oe. of (e-f) are obtained by using the magnetization curves.
Conclusion
In summary, we first investigated the basic properties of the composition, thickness, phase structure, magnetic domain of FeNi SD films. It is found that the electrodeposited film showed a dispersive SD pattern and resulted in a weak exchange coupling interaction when compared with sputtered film. The static magnetic properties especially the magnetization curve presented the spin distribution in SD was highly dependent on the direction of SD, and this also determined the dynamic microwave magnetic properties, which emerged the dynamic hysteresis, the AM, OM, and PSSW response. These resonance results were selectively excited by the rotation of the spin and stripe in SD. which further certified by the micromagnetic simulation. Based on the above results, the modified resonance equations were well used to descript the frequency of different modes as well as their f and   max. The results provide the possibility of SD film for microwave excitation applications in spintronics.
